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Hung Elephants Swinging in the Room//
Jhannelle Robinson
Black privilege is the hung elephant swinging in the room
Is to be the first person from your block with a tombstone
Black privilege is being hurt and having to heal at the same time
Is dying the blackest way possible and being called white
Remember how Jesus died on the cross with his two hands out as his
mother's tears washed her face
Black privilege is me trading in a sob story for a scholarship
For a job
For recognition
For this poem.
Black privilege is having everyone know your name at the expense of
your death
No resume but a death certificate they'll accept
Black privilege is dying for people who won't even live to remember
you,
is being able to always be around people of your race
Don't you see how we're in numbers at the graveyard
Haven't you noticed that we're cellr:nates
Can't you tell we've marched these streets before
I be one more protest away from breaking a record
I be one more hashtag away from another poem
We be one more death away from another civil rights movement.
Listen closely as I assert my black privilege
as the way I'm able to use the N word to end words
Black privilege is never having to need Alzheimer's to forget the pain
Gentrification will do it for you.
Fox news will cover it
Cultural appropriation will make it better
See despite all my privilege I'm only a certain kinda privileged, that
black girls be
Black girl do so I can see
Do so I can take it from you
Do but don't do too much cause you might make me uncomfortable
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Black girl stop twerking so much
Black boy stop going to the courts
Black boy stop going to court
Black people stop being so black
You're inhibiting your growth
I mean
You're inhibiting their growth
Black girl got too much pride
But If black pride and black power equals black privilege
Then excuse me while I form this fist and assert my black privilege
.
once again
Black privilege is being so powerful that your entrance shifts the
energy of the room
Watch how that woman clutches her clutch until her knuckles touch
Watch how quiet everyone gets when you mention racism just a
little too much
And there I go again asserting my black privilege
Writing a poem about how privileged I am
But if only black privilege would shield gunshots, stop poverty,
prevent post-traumatic slave syndrome
If only it could bring back my uncle, subtract racism, multiply love,
carry the hate
Maybe then I can stop asserting my black privilege
Maybe then I can walk home knowing I am cleansed of my black
privilege
Free at last free at last
Dear America, this is not privilege for which we've asked.

